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GOVERNMENT
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March 11: Nationwide declaration of emergency
May 4: Gradual easing of curfew measures outside of Pest County and Budapest.

Whilst the current regulations imposed no restrictions on a workforce coming to the
office, most office occupiers continue to operate through home office. Companies are
now making extensive plans to facilitate a return to the office. No dates announced yet
as to school reopening.
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1.5M

YoY Chg

Budapest Employment
Oxford Economics as at 21 April 2020, * Based on
Cushman & Wakefield data and refers to March
invoices
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OUR
VIEW

Rare cases of rent holiday or reduction
requests reported, but most are
rejected. Rent collection rates are
healthy, and are above 85%.*

TENANT
The Budapest market remains attractive for
large SSC / BPO businesses where new
potential market entrants have been
registered.

Transactional levels in Q2 are
expected to be affected to a lesser
extent with activity dominated by
renewals.

The regions, witnessing an increased
unemployment rate, are becoming potential
targets for existing occupiers looking for
expansion, whilst the Budapest
employment market remains resilient.

2020 will see an increased level of
completions, with 185,000 sq. m of
new supply expected.

Large-scale pre-leasing negotiations
proceed, no delays reported.

Ongoing development schemes
proceed, no delays reported. Pipeline
schemes at an early stage of
development have recently obtained
building permits, indicating developers
commitment in Budapest’s mid-term
RE fundamentals.

The impact of remote working remains to
be seen on future demand and design.

Well managed buildings are preparing to a return to the office, facilitating the
necessary social distancing.
Increased number of requests are
registered for site visits.
All parties involved follow strict health
and safety measures.

Cushman & Wakefield developed the
6Feet Office Project, a tool that helps
clients to prepare their employees to the
return.

We expect remote or flexible work will evolve. Corporates are now working on their
own concept of transitioning, which will generally include hot desking, rotation
principles, etc.
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R E TA I L – T H E M O S T A F F E C T E D S E C T O R
8 May 2020
April 16: A new progressive tax element will be introduced in Hungary, primarily
affecting large FMCG retailers.

GOVERNMENT
MEASURES

May 4: Gradual easing of curfew measures in Hungary, although many of these,
particularly shop restrictions will remain in place in Budapest and in Pest County.
Social distancing measures and shopping hours for seniors are still in effect. In
addition, everyone entering a shop or using public transport must wear face protection
of some kind.
Food stores must calculate the safe maximum number of customers in the store at the
same time. Stricter health protocols regulating restaurants and other businesses will
probably be in effect for the whole year.
As part of the aspiration to "re-open" the economy, specific retail profiles are gradually
reopening their premises (e.g. IKEA, Decathlon), others are actively planning to do
under strict safety and health measures aiming to protect their workers and
customers.
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4.2%

TENANT
CSO reported the volume of retail sales
increased by 3.5% in March 2020.**

YoY Chg

Retail Sales
Annual growth, Oxford Economics as at 21 April
2020
* Based on Cushman & Wakefield data and refers
to March invoices
** CSO figure as at 6 May 2020

Landlords are generally flexible with
requests for rent holidays or rental
discounts.
Rent collection rates were around 90%
in March but decreased to 60-70% in
April.*

April and May is expected to be difficult for
most retailers, hence surviving is the prime
focus.
Requests include rental deferrals or lease
renegotiations. Some retailers have
already been affected to an extent that
closing of their premises is inevitable.

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
ISSUES

Active planning the post-lockdown retail environment is currently under way.
Understanding and adaptation to new protocols is key.

SPECIAL
INITIATIVES

Current regulations have already strengthened E-commerce. The volume of online
sales increased by 41% in March 2020 according to CSO.

OUR
VIEW

Both Landlords and Tenants will most likely "use" the current crisis period for
reconsidering, recalculating and finally replanning their business strategy. This will
ultimately bring about market restructuring opportunities for the coming years.

Whilst there is no market standard approach to operations and rent collection, in
general landlords and tenants are adopting a pragmatic approach.
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INDUSTRIAL - THE LEAST AFFECTED SECTOR

8 May 2020
GOVERNMENT
MEASURES

March 11: Nationwide declaration of emergency
May 4: Gradual easing of curfew measures outside of Pest County and Budapest

IMPACT

Whilst border closing still limits “just in time” in manufacturing, most automotive
production and OEM are gradually restarting.

MARKET
ACTIVITY
YoY Chg

-4.4%

LANDLORD

TENANT

Rent collection rates are healthy, and
are above 90%.*

Tenants will attempt to achieve reductions
or easements although this is not generally
accepted. Tenants from FMCG and Ecommerce are not affected by the crisis, the
volume of online sales increased by 41% in
March 2020.**

Industrial production is affected – and
forecasted to decrease to -4.4% from
5.2% in 2019. Landlords with
automotive supplier tenants are
particularly impacted.

Industrial Production Index

DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITY

Whilst speculative development is a
no-go, BTS or partial BTS continue with six Budapest schemes are in the
pipeline for Q2-Q4 2020. Some
general constructor capacity has been
freed up, assisting ongoing
developments.

Renewals have continued, albeit some 3PL
experience caution from their customers
when renewing their service contracts,
which often cannot be extended for more
than one year
BTS tenders are ongoing, little or no
slowdown have been experienced.
There is reduced interest for existing
property purchases, both from end users
and investors, although this is expected to
be back once more business return to work.

SPECIAL
INITIATIVES

Home office applies for most
developers, meetings and viewings are
suspended until further notice.

Most tenants adapted special health and
safety measures on site, administrative staff
generally work from home. Drivers and
warehouse workers are separated,
intensive cleaning is applied. Manufacturers
restarted work with limited capacity and
separation measures.

OTHER
ISSUES

There are rare cases of rent holidays
or reduction, but subject to certain
commitments in return (i.e. rent
reduction must be paid back if lease is
not prolonged, added months at the
end of the leases, etc.).

Returning to work is being planned in a
potentially rearranged labour market.
BMW has announced a one-year delay in
opening their new plant than originally
planned, whilst groundwork and hiring of
the new scheme had already begun.

OUR
VIEW
Annual growth, Oxford Economics as at 21 April
2020, * Based on Cushman & Wakefield data and
refers to March invoices, ** CSO figure as at 6 May
2020

Logistics is the least affected commercial real estate sector with some clear
winners emerging from the current crisis - FMCG and E-commerce sales are
soaring. 3PL is somewhat affected, albeit warehouses are generally full.
Labour intensive and automotive production were hit the worst, albeit with the
re-opening of car manufacturing, these business will slowly recover. The big
question remains how seriously "injured" the new car market is, and its effect
on car manufacturers and suppliers on the long term. CW predicts a quick
recovery of logistics and industrial in general, although some small producers
already affected by the current crisis may shut down.
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MNB AND
GOVERNMENT
MEASURES

The Hungarian government, together with the MNB, has announced a large amount of
policies designed to support the economy amounting to HUF 9.2tr, nearly 20% of
GDP. Most measures are focused on loan moratoria, tax deferment and liquidity
provision, which will accumulate liabilities occurring this year will have to repaid in
2021. Direct additional fiscal stimulus remains very limited.

Last week an international institutional fund signed a deal to acquire Eiffel Square, one
of Budapest’s premier office assets. It is not believed that there was a COVID pricing
discount.

MARKET
ACTIVITY

In general those deals that had proceeded beyond red flag prior to lockdown status
seem to be proceeding to conclusion. Those where due diligence is in process remain
ongoing, albeit more slowly than previously witnessed. Both buyers and sellers are
holding back with instigating new transactions, waiting to assess the economic
consequences of the current situation.

SPECIAL
INITIATIVES

To date, the Hungarian Government has adopted a fairly laissez-faire approach to
new regulation and restrictions - meaning landlords and tenants have been
comparatively free to navigate a pragmatic course through the crisis together. This is a
positive message to investors concerned state interference in commercial
agreements.

OTHER
ISSUES

Hungary faired well in Oxford Economics analysis of the COVID impact on European
economies, with GDP growth expected to be the least impacted in the EU. Whilst
price chipping has been in evidence in other CE markets – c.25bps in some recent
deals in Poland - sellers remain reluctant to agree repricing in Hungary. Financing is
less competitive for new deals, although with a slow-down in new deals progressing.
This has not been challenged by the terms of newly agreed transactions.

OUR
VIEW

Invariably buyers will expect a discount from pre-COVID pricing; however Hungary’s
Real Estate sector offers very different dynamics to where it entered the post-financial
crisis. Although global economics remain uncertain, Hungary seems well placed to
respond quickly once global confidence returns.
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